In future surveys, planetary exploration spacecraft will need to land on rock beds and slopes. Therefore, spacecraft should be equipped with landing methods to facilitate soft landings in these severe regions. However, conventional landing methods have problems such as high rebound, the impossibility of reuse, and excessive resource consumption. To overcome these problems, the authors previously invented several landing methods, but these have practical limitations. Thus, this paper proposes a novel landing mechanism called the base-extension separation mechanism (BESM), which focuses on energy conversion using springs and separable units, and discusses a single-axis falling-type small-scale model of a spacecraft with the BESM. Then, the rebound and acceleration suppression performance is evaluated through simulations. These reveal that the BESM realizes good performance under nominal conditions. The BESM is shown to have good robustness against variations in the ground stiffness, ground damping, spacecraft mass, and installed mass. The study findings reveal that the BESM is a promising method: it overcomes the drawbacks of the conventional methods and our previous inventions. In addition, the BESM generally performs better in soft landings than our previous inventions.
Need for soft landing methods
For advanced planetary exploration, landing methods are required that enable a spacecraft to land softly on the ground surface. Planetary explorations are conducted to realize various aims such as constructing lunar bases, utilizing space resources, and furthering the progress of space science. In previous missions, spacecraft have landed in flat regions, which are the preferred areas for landing. However, to obtain further knowledge, it is expected that spacecraft will need to land in severe regions such as rock beds, slopes, and the bottoms of pits. Thus, soft landing methods are required to suppress undesirable shock load, rebound, and tumbling.
Problems with conventional landing methods
The conventional landing methods used in previous missions included the use of airbags, honeycomb crash cushions, and a sky crane system. However, each of these landing methods suffers from problems, as described below.
Air bags can be mounted below a spacecraft. 1) When these air bags inflate, they act as buffers and absorb the landing shock load. Thus, a spacecraft with airbags can land softly. Mars Pathfinder used this landing method to successfully reduce the shock when landing. However, a spacecraft with airbags rebounds so high that it is difficult to definitively control its landing point.
Honeycomb crash cushioning realizes a soft landing by absorbing the landing shock load using gear units.
2) This method reduces the mechanical energy of a spacecraft through the plastic deformation of its gear. Therefore, a spacecraft can land softly on the ground surface with less shock load and rebound. However, the honeycomb crash cushion is not reusable because of its plastic deformation. A large quantity of resources is required to ensure its operation because the gear must be replaced after every ground test.
Recently, a sky crane was successfully used for a soft landing.
3) A sky crane consists of a rover and vehicle with engines. The rover hangs from the vehicle, which slows its falling velocity using steerable engines. The vehicle releases the rover when its velocity has been sufficiently reduced. Therefore, this method can greatly suppress both the landing shock load and rebound. However, this method requires complicated measurement equipments and control systems. This method also needs numerous resources to ensure its good operation; thus, it is not suitable for small missions.
The authors have invented landing methods as solutions for the issues with these conventional landing methods. Hara et al. reported a landing method that used a momentum-exchange impact damper (MEID). [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] This method realizes a soft landing by controlling the momentum of a spacecraft by launching damper masses. To increase the momentum exchange efficiency, Kushida et al. proposed an active/passive hybrid MEID (HMEID), 7) which uses both active and passive elements for the mass launch. An HMEID that launches masses in both the upper and lower directions is called the generalized HMEID (G-HMEID). Its main components and mechanism are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . The spacecraft in the figure represents the entire body of the spacecraft that contains devices for exploration. As shown by the arrows in Fig. 2 , the momentum of the spacecraft is reduced by momentum exchanges. The effectiveness of the G-HMEID was revealed in the previous work. 9) However, this method only performs well with a sufficient amount of mass to launch. Thus, there is a tradeoff between landing performance and weight saving. In addition, there is a practical issue: the U-damper mass may collide with the spacecraft after being launched.
As another solution for the issues with the conventional methods, the first author previously invented the gear-part-flying mechanism (GPFM) 11) in parallel with the G-HMEID. This method realizes a soft landing by converting the mechanical energy of the spacecraft into the flight of its separable units. The great soft landing performance of the GPFM was revealed in our previous work. Moreover, it works well with a small amount of an installed mass, which overcomes a major drawback of the G-HMEID. We considered the GPFM to be a promising landing method. However, the GPFM has some problems in practical applications. For example, spring bucklings might occur because this method utilizes the compression of a spring unit. In addition, it has a similar issue as the G-HMEID: the flying unit might collide with the spacecraft. Although our previous inventions overcome the drawbacks of the conventional landing methods, the problems associated with their practical applications should be solved. Thus, this paper proposes a novel landing mechanism to overcome the drawbacks of the conventional methods and provides a better soft landing method than our previous proposals.
Base-extension separation mechanism
As a more practical type of GPFM, the authors propose a novel landing mechanism called the base-extension separation mechanism (BESM). The concept of a spacecraft with the BESM is shown in Fig. 3 . The BESM mainly consists of the following units: the base (spacecraft), extension, gear, spring, locking device, and rail. Here, the base corresponds to the entire body of the spacecraft that contains devices for exploration. The others units are additional equipments to ensure a soft landing. The base has a rail, locking device, ratchet, and toothed wheel mounted on it. The rail is directly and vertically attached to the top face of the base, as shown in Fig. 3 . The locking device and toothed wheel move together by rotating in a certain direction; the ratchet realizes such a one-way transmission. The base and extension are attached using the locking device. The base and extension are separated by opening the locking device. The gear is divided into two units: the upper gear and lower gear. These are connected by the spring. The extension moves along the rail.
The BESM operation principle is shown in Fig. 4 . First, a spacecraft with the BESM begins free fall from some altitude. The gear touches the ground surface, and the spring is stretched by the base. When the base moves downward, the toothed wheels rotate, but the ratchets do not transmit the power to the locking devices. The spring is stretched enough when almost all of the mechanical energy of the base has been converted into the potential energy of the spring. The locking devices are opened immediately after the base begins to move upward, because the rotation of the toothed wheels is transmitted to the locking devices through the ratchets. At this moment, the velocity of the base is almost 0 m/s. The base is released with low mechanical energy by opening the locking device. This realizes a soft landing for the base. After separation, the extension gains velocity because the potential energy of the spring is converted into the kinetic energy of the extension. The extension is launched in the direction of the rail tip angle.
The BESM could be a solution for the problems with the conventional landing methods for the following reasons. (i) The BESM can suppress rebound because the base lands on the ground surface with low energy. (ii) The BESM is reusable because it utilizes the elastic deformation of a spring rather than plastic deformation. After ground testing, the same equipment can be reused by collecting the launched extension, setting it on the lower gear, and connecting it to the base using the locking devices. Thus, the ground testing can be conducted multiple times using the same equipment, which contributes to product assurance. (iii) The BESM is effective at saving resources because it uses only passive elements, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
In addition, the BESM may overcome the problems associated with the G-HMEID and GPFM. (iv) The BESM saves weight because it utilizes energy conversion rather than momentum exchange. Theoretically, it has a good soft landing performance with a very small amount of installed mass. (v) The BESM can avoid spring bucklings because it stretches the spring rather than compress it. (vi) The BESM can protect a spacecraft from the falling extension by controlling the launch trajectory using the rail. Because the extension is very light, the launch-angle control hardly affects the soft landing performance.
We have two main objectives in this study: to propose a landing method that overcomes the drawbacks of the conventional methods (objective 1) and a landing method that is better than our previous proposals (objective 2). In terms of objective 1, the BESM is a promising proposal for further explorations because it clearly solves the issues of the conventional methods, as described above. In terms of objective 2, although the BESM overcomes the drawbacks of our previous proposals, its soft landing performance has not yet been confirmed. If the BESM causes a larger rebound and landing shock load than our previous proposals, it may not be a better landing method. Thus, this work compares the soft landing performance of the BESM with that of the G-HMIED, which is our representative work. This study does not compare the BESM performance with that of the GPFM primarily because the BESM is an advanced form of the GPFM; they are both based on the energy conversion principle and have similar soft landing performances. The comparison is the conducted quantitatively using simulation analyses. First, this paper discusses the model of a spacecraft with the BESM. We should mention that the proposed model has some limitations: the rotational motions are not considered, and the operation of multiple BESMs cannot be handled. Although these are important topics, this study considers a single-axis falling-type problem to focus on the fundamental performance of the BESM. In addition, this study considers a spacecraft with one BESM for simplification, which is the same concept shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . The parameter values are designed by assuming that future experiments will be conducted using a small-scale model. We apply the 1/6 G similarity rule, 12) which is used to simulate motion on the moon when testing models on the Earth. Then, this study evaluates the BESM's soft landing performance using simulations. We focus on the rebound suppression performance, as in the previous work. 9, 11) In addition, this work also focuses on the acceleration suppression performance as a more detailed evaluation. This paper reveals the effectiveness of the BESM in comparison with the G-HMEID and discusses its robustness against variations in some of the parameters such as the ground stiffness, ground damping, base mass, installed mass, and separation timing. Figure 5 shows a model of the controlled object, assuming a spacecraft with the BESM. The model consists of the base mass, extension mass, gear mass, and spring, where the lower gear mass is combined with the extension mass. The upper direction is defined as positive displacements. The displacement is 0 m when the mass is at the ground surface in this model. The ground surface is expressed by the stiffness and the one-side effective damping.
Controlled Object

Modeling
9) The stiffness between the mass and the ground surface acts when the mass displacement is less than 0 m. One-side effective damping between the mass and the ground surface acts when both the mass displacement and velocity are less than zero. The landing is defined as the first moment that the gear touches the ground. The separation is defined as the moment when the base velocity becomes 0 m/s. The launching is defined as the moment when the spring returns to its natural length.
The landing phenomenon of the controlled object in Fig. 4 is divided into the following four phases: Phase 0: before the landing; Phase 1: after the landing, but before the separation; Phase 2: after the separation, but before the launching; Phase 3: after the launching.
State equation
The state equation of the controlled object is described as follows:
The ground surface is designed using following conditionals: Here, 0 A , 1 A , 0 e , and 1 e are applied during the phases 0 and 1.
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A and 2 e are applied during the phase 2. 3 A and 3 e are applied during the phase 3.
Parameter determination
The values of the parameters are designed by assuming that future experiments will be conducted using a small-scale model. We apply the 1/6 G similarity rule, which is applied to simulate the behavior on the moon during model testing. 12) In this study, the values of 1 m , 2 m , and 3 m are 0.100, 3.000, and 0.600 kg, respectively. In the same way, the initial falling height 0 h is 0.500 m. Those parameter values correspond to the free fall of an approximately 650-kg spacecraft from a 3-m height on the moon. The gear length, natural length of the spring, and stroke length of the spring are 0.200, 0.050, and 0.145 m, respectively. These parameters are also determined based on the 1/6 G similarity rule. The distance between the base and the extension is 0.005 m when they are attached by the locking device. This distance corresponds to the thickness of the lower gear. The ground stiffness and damping are 1.000 × 10 5 N/m and 40.00 N s/m, respectively. These are determined by assuming rock beds, which tend to cause a high rebound.
The nominal value of s k is determined based on the following hypotheses: (i) All the kinetic energy of the base is converted into the potential energy of the spring at Fig. 6 (a) and (c) . The results reveal that a BESM with the nominal s k can suppress both the rebound and acceleration of the base. On the other hand, more rebound and more acceleration occur when s k is smaller, because the spring cannot store all of the mechanical energy of the base within its stroke. A BESM with a larger s k also shows worse results because the base is released with some altitude. shows the relationship between the value of s k and the maximum acceleration of the base. These results reveal that the nominal s k suppresses both the rebound and acceleration of the base.
Simulation Analyses
Soft landing performance at nominal values
To evaluate the soft landing performance of the BESM, this study focuses on the maximum rebound height and acceleration of the base. Table 1 lists the nominal values of the parameters discussed in the previous section. For comparison, the time responses of a spacecraft with a G-HMEID and a spacecraft without a landing device are shown in Fig. 8 (a) and 8 (b) , respectively. A model of a spacecraft with a G-HMEID is shown in Fig. 9 , and the parameter values 9) are summarized in Table 2 . For simplification, the model has one G-HMEID mechanism, similar to the BESM model. These results reveal that the BESM suppresses the maximum rebound and maximum acceleration much better than the others. Specifically, the maximum rebound height of the BESM is approximately 4% of that of the G-HMEID when they are compared under nominal condition (Fig. 6 (b) and Fig. 8 (a) ). The maximum acceleration of the BESM is approximately 10% of that of the G-HMEID. Thus, the BESM realizes a better soft landing than the G-HMEID. In comparison with our previous work on the GPFM, 11) the BESM shows a similar or better performance. In addition, the BESM can overcome the drawbacks of the G-HMEID and GPFM in practical applications. It can reduce the amount of installed mass, avoid spring bucklings, and control the trajectory of the extension. Thus, the BESM achieves better soft landings and solves the problems with the G-HMEID and GPFM.
Robustness analyses
The effectiveness of the BESM under nominal conditions has been revealed. However, in actual landing cases, some parameters are uncertain. For example, the ground stiffness and damping are unknown before landing. The base mass and installed mass might vary depending on the residual quantity of fuel. The separation timing can also vary as a result of error or delay in the separation mechanism. Thus, the robustness against such parameter variations is discussed. Figure 10 (a) shows the relationship between the value of ground stiffness f k and the maximum rebound height of the base. Figure 10 (b) shows the relationship between the value of ground stiffness f k and the maximum acceleration of the base. Here, the parameters are nominal values, but only the ground stiffness f k varies. The variation range includes the measured values of various materials. 10) For comparison, similar analyses are conducted on the G-HMEID. In relation to rebound suppression, neither the BESM nor the G-HMEID performance is degraded by variation in the ground stiffness f k . In relation to acceleration suppression, the G-HMEID performance is greatly degraded when the ground stiffness f k is large. However, there is no such degradation in the case of BESM, even when the ground stiffness f k becomes large. In addition, at any ground stiffness f k , both the maximum rebound and acceleration are suppressed more by the BESM than by the G-HMEID. Thus, the BESM has good robustness against variations in the ground stiffness. As can be seen, the lines in Fig. 10 (b) are not smooth. This is caused by the following. Regarding the G-HMEID, when f k is small, the main cause of the acceleration is the L-damper mass launch, because the reaction force from the ground surface is small. When f k becomes large, the ground reaction becomes large, which causes a large acceleration. In addition, when the shrinkage of the U-spring reaches its minimum stroke, it causes a large shock load.
Ground stiffness
Regarding the BESM, there are two main reasons for the acceleration: the spring tension and ground reaction. The spring stiffness is tuned by assuming f k = 1.000 × 10 5 N/m (nominal value), and the ground reaction is greatly suppressed around the nominal value. Thus, the spring tension factor becomes dominant. When f k is far from the nominal value, the effect of the ground reaction becomes large. Therefore, these factors prevent the lines in Fig. 10 (b) from being smooth.
Ground damping
Similar to the previous subsection, analyses with various ground damping values f c are conducted. Figure 11 shows the relationship between the value of ground damping f c and the maximum rebound height of the base. Figure 11 (b) shows the relationship between the value of ground damping f c and the maximum acceleration of the base. These results show that the G-HMEID causes rebound when the ground damping f c is small. On the other hand, there is no significant degradation with the BESM. In addition, at any ground damping value f c , both the maximum rebound and acceleration are suppressed more by the BESM than by the G-HMEID. Thus, the BESM has good robustness against variation in the ground damping. Taking the results discussed in the previous subsection into account, the BESM is a suitable landing method when the ground condition has uncertainties. Figure 12 (a) shows the relationship between the base mass and the maximum rebound height of the base. Figure 12 (b) shows the relationship between the base mass and the maximum acceleration of the base. In the G-HMEID, the base mass corresponds to the body mass. The G-HMEID causes a rebound when the base mass is large. On the other hand, the G-HMEID causes acceleration when the base mass is small. Although a base-mass variation causes performance degradation in the BESM, it is smaller than that of the G-HMEID. In addition, both the maximum rebound and acceleration are suppressed more by the BESM than by the G-HMEID for almost any base mass.
Base mass
Installed mass
Figure 13 (a) shows the relationship between the installed mass and the maximum rebound height of the base. Figure 13 (b) shows the relationship between the installed mass and the maximum acceleration of the base. Here, the installed mass of the BESM corresponds to the sum of the extension mass and the gear mass. The mass ratio satisfies Eq. (13):
The installed mass of the G-HMEID corresponds to the sum of the U-damper mass and L-damper mass. The mass ratio satisfies Eq. (14):
As shown in the above equations, the installed mass values vary under the same mass ratio at the nominal condition. The G-HMEID causes rebound when the installed mass value is small, because a G-HMEID with small damper masses cannot exchange sufficient momentum. On the other hand, a G-HMEID with large masses causes acceleration because of the shock load caused by the mass launching. However, these effects do not exist for the BESM because it does not utilize momentum exchange. Taking the results discussed in the previous subsection into account, it is also revealed that the BESM is effective when the mass parameters have uncertainties. Figure 14 (a) shows the relationship between the separation delay and the maximum rebound height of the base. Figure 14 (b) shows the relationship between the separation delay and the maximum acceleration of the base. Here, the separation delay for the G-HMEID corresponds to the delay of the L-damper launching in relation to the optimal timing. In relation to rebound suppression, both the G-HMEID and BESM have degraded performances when the separation is delayed. The degradation is especially remarkable for the BESM. A similar degradation is also seen in the acceleration suppression performance of the BESM. However, at any given separation timing, the BESM suppresses the acceleration more than the G-HMEID. For practical use of the BESM, it is necessary to develop a high-precision separation mechanism and/or improve the robustness against the variation in the separating timing.
Separation delay
Conclusion
To solve the problems with conventional landing methods, the authors proposed a novel landing mechanism called BESM as a superior invention to our previous proposals. This paper explained the concept and validity of the BESM in comparison with the conventional landing methods and our previous proposals. The BESM model was obtained by assuming a single-axis falling-type model to evaluate its performance using simulations. The maximum rebound height and maximum acceleration of a spacecraft were greatly suppressed by the BESM when the parameters had nominal values. The robustness against parameter variation was also verified. The results showed that the BESM has good robustness, especially against variations in the ground stiffness, ground damping, base mass, and installed mass. We showed that the BESM overcomes the drawbacks of both the conventional methods and our previous inventions. The BESM also generally achieves better soft landings than our previous inventions. Therefore, the BESM is a promising landing method for further explorations.
